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How well were the teachers able to communicate
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Was your Performance discussed with You
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Institutions Provides Multiple opportunities to learn and grow
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Teachers explain Concepts through Examples & Applications
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Teachers are able to identify your weaknesses and help you to overcome
them
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Efforts are made by the Institute to inculcate soft skills, life skills and
employability skills to make you ready for the world of work  
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Teachers encourage you to participate in extracurricular activities
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Teachers are available  not only for Academics but also for counselling
on  Career & Personality Development related Issues
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Overall quality of teaching - learning process in your institution is very
good
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Give three observations / suggestions to improve the overall teaching - learning
experience in your Institution
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Yes

.

Nothing

Good

Great experience thanks u

All is great

Well it's already have good teaching platform

All teachers are very good and that's teaching methods too good

Great

Strongly agree to a great extent

Very good teaching good effort to tha clg very incurring

Kn

You can't make a perfect thing more perfect , teacher and staff are excellent and always
helpful. well but there are sometimes when staff get kinda mad while giving out results and all
but that's bearable other then that everything is good 💪

Ueue

Teacher are well behaved with students

Better

..

Excellent explanation with examples and suggest good things

Learning hardly and agree to improve my education

Who ever student come late in class teacher has to take in lecture



Very good

good

Excellent

Its a pleasure to get efforts from teacher and our principal

Teachers should be more friendly

In my institution the experience of learning and teaching is very good .

Use better graphics and varical medias enough students
Who are the student please help them to grow up
Normally all student are not same in study some are very wake they can't pass they read and
they forgot
Help them to grow up in their life

All teacher are good

Nice teachers thank you

1)There should be segregation of the students based on the performance
2) libaray should be used only for self studying and not for conducting the exam
3) there should be some kind of group work by the students especially related to academics
(i.e research work on finance and commerce etc )
4) restart the volley ball game and kabaddi

Be politely and sweet lee

This college techers are any time available for guidance and teach some dault they are always
available beat guidance good teacher

Good

Best

Best teaching staly.

Nothing to be changed its great

Teaching development improvement

Teachers motive students to studies, they take extra class for exams preparation, they put lot
of efforts for students. And i don't think so teachers improvement they all are best

Good teaching skills, good behavior and good communication



Almost everything is good

Well

There is already a lot going on

In my opinion all teachers are best in their subjects. I need a extra class for account's subject
in sem4 and sem5.

Better education, career guidance, motivation

No

Some teachers were very good performance in our college except few.
I observe one thing of all teacher
In our college they don't catch the weakness of students i know it's not possible to ask har
bachcho ko khada karke poochna kiya mera concept sahi hai padhane ka you should ask
atleast 7to10 students what did i said tell me
Isse ye hoga ke students ka saare dhiyan aap ki taraf hoga aur student ko concept samajh me
jaldi aaiga and please take a lecture for career development, councelling, self knowlege
improvement and so on. thanks for taking suggestion .🙂�

Very easy learning. And writting skills improve. Hard work in study

Good, exilant.knowledgable

1. Good communication 2.

Teacher should communicate the students

Best College ever only request to control out side population

1.Teachers were very good
2. Teachers were always come up with innovative ideas for teaching students
3. College is very clean and disciplined.
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